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THE K-ENERGY ON HYPERSURFACES AND STABILITY 

GANG TIAN 

INTRODUCTION 

The notion of stability for a polarized projective variety was introduced 

by D. Mumford for the study of the moduli problem of projective varieties. 

The stability has been verified by Mumford for smooth algebraic curves, D. 

Gieseker for algebraic surfaces and Viehweg for algebraic manifolds, which 

are polarized by m-pluri-canonical bundles for m sufficiently large ([Md], [Gi], 

[Vi]). However, it still seems to be a challenging problem to check the stability 

for a given polarized variety, even if the variety is a singular hypersurface in 

some projective space. The purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient and 

intrinsic condition for a hypersurface to be stable or semistable. The condition 

is given in terms of the properness or lower buundedness of a generalized 

K-energy, which was introduced by T. Mubachi for Kahler manifolds. In 

particular, we will prove that any hypersurface is semistable if it has only 

orbifold singularities of codimension at least two and admits a Kahler-Einstein 

orbifold metric. 

We denote by i?n^ the space of all homogeneous polynomials on Cn+2 of 

degree d, and B the projective space PRn^d. Any point [/] in B determinates 

a unique hypersurface S/ in CPn+1 of degree d. The special linear group 

G — SX(n + 2, C) induces an action on the vector space Rn^d by assigning / to 

/ o <j~l for any a in G. Then we say that E/ is stable if the orbit Gf is closed 

and the stablier of / in G is finite; we say that S^ is semistable if the zero 

in Rn^d is not contained in the closure of the orbit Gf. It is well-known that 

any smooth hypersurface E/ is stable.  However, if E/ has only one isolated 
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singularity, then it may not be semistable. The simplest examples are those 

cubic surfaces in CP3 with one singularity of type other than Ax or ^42- 

The K-energy is a functional on the space of admissible Kahler metrics in 

the Kahler class given by the polarization. It is in fact a Donaldson functional 

on a "virtual" holomorphic bundle and is defined in terms of the Bott-Chern 

class associated to the invariant polynomial Chn+1 defining the (n+l)-th Chern 

Charactor (cf. section 3). Here is our first theorem, 

Theorem 0.1. Let £/ be a hypersurface in CPn+1, then £/ is stable if the 

K-energy is proper (see Definition 5.1), and Ej is semistable if the K-energy 

is bounded from below. 

In fact, the proof here yields a stronger result which can be described as 

follows: let gFs be the Fubini-Study metric on CPn+1, for any a in G, a*gFs 

restricts to an admissible Kahler metric on S/, we denote by Ggps the set of 

such admissible Kahler metrics, then S/ is stable if the K-energy is proper on 

GQFS, and £/ is semistable if the K-energy is bounded from below on Ggps- 

An easy corollary of Theorem 0.1 is the following 

Theorem 0.2. Let £/ be a normal hypersurface in CPn+1 of degree d. Then 

(1) if3<d<n + l and £/ has only orbifold singularities and admits a 

Kdhler-Einstein orbifold metric, then £/ is semistable; 

(2) if d > n + 2 and £/ has only log-terminal singularities, then £/ is 

stable. 

The definition of a log-terminal singularity will be given in section 5. After 

some preparations, we give the proof for Theorem 0.1 in section 4 and for 

Theorem 0.2 in section 5. In section 6, we will briefly discuss some gener- 

alizations of above theorems without proof. In particular, Theorem 0.1, 0.2 

will still be true for complete intersections in projective spaces. The details of 

these generalizations will appear in a forthcoming paper [Tl], where we will 

deal with subvarieties in CP^ with canonical or anti-canonical polarization 

and higher codimensions. 

It was S.T.Yau who brought the stability to my attention more than six 

years ago. I would like to thank him for sharing his insight that there must be a 
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connection between the existence of Kahler-Einstein metrics and the stability, 

analogous to the celebrated theorem that the existence of a Hermitian-Yang- 

Mills metric is equivalent to the stability on an irreducible holomorphic vector 

bundle (cf. [Do], [UY]). 

1. SINGULAR HERMITIAN METRICS ON RELATIVE CANONICAL BUNDLES 

As defined in last section, Rn^ is the space of all homogeneous polynomials 

on Cn+2 of degree d, and B = Pi?n,d. We put 

X = B x CPn+1 

and 

E = {([/];*) €#1/010=0} 

It is easy to show that E is a smooth hypersurface in X. We also define a 

subvariety 

ss = {([/]; x) e *||£(20 = o, * = o, i,..., n +1 j 

where ZQ,- ■ ■ zn+i are homogeneous coordinates of CPn+1. Clearly, Ss C E. 

Lemma 1.1. Es is smooth and irreducible, dime E'g = dime E — (n + 1). 

Proof. Let ([/]; x) C E5. The group G = SL(n + 2,C) acts on X as follows: 

VtreG, 

am,x) = ([foa-'};a(x)). 

Clearly, G preserves both Es and E. Therefore, by a linear transformation, 

we may assume that x = [1,0,... ,0]. Let us write 

J=            Z_^ aio--in.+iZQ Zn-\-l 
io-\ \-in-!r\=d 

Since §^-{x) = 0 for 0 < j < n + 1, we have 

ttdo--.o — a>d-i io---o — * * * — ad-io.-io-o = . •. = ad-i.-.i = 0 . 
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Suppose that ai/)...^+i + 0, so we may take {aio...Wl}(io...Wl)^(^,...,^+i) to be 

local coordinates of X near ([/];#). Then 

d(-jr—)(x) = dad-i...i...o + • • • 

Therefore, Ss is smooth at ([/]; x). Moreover, 

dime ^5 — dimc X — (n + 2) 

The irreducibility of Ss follows from i70(S5,C) = C, which can be easily 

proved by using the Lefschetz theorem.    □ 

Corollary 1.1. Bs = 7ri(S5) is irreducible, where TT^: X —> B or CPn+1 is 

the projection onto its i-th factor. 

In fact, Bs is the hypersurface in B classifying all singular hypersurfaces in 

CPn+1. 

Define Bss to be the subvariety of Bs consisting of all polynomials [/] of the 

form /^/2 with deg(/i) positive. One can easily compute 

fn + d-l\ 
dime £ss=[     d_2     l+n + 1 

Therefore, codimc Bss > 2. 

Let /C be the relative canonical bundle K^ ® ^{K^1 over E. We can define 

a canonical metric || • ||^ on /C|s. s as follows: at each point ([/]; x) G S \ Ss, 

we choose a local coordinate system (yi, • • • , y&; 21, • • • , ^n+i) of ^ at ([/]; x) 

such that yi,... , y^ is a local coordinate system of I? at [/] and zi, • • • , zn 

are tangent to Trf 1([/]) and {^n+i = 0} defines yrf 1([/]) locally, then K has a 

trivialization at ([/]; x) given by 

a (dzi A • • • A d2:n A dyi A • • • A dy^) ® ^{{dyi A • • • A dyb)"1 —► a G C 

we define 

||a(d^i A • • • f\dzn Adj/i A ♦ • • Ady6) ® 7rJ(dyi A • • • Ac^)"1!^ = |a|2 (det(^j) )_1 

where {^j}i<z,j<n is the metric tensor of the restriction of Fubini-Study metric 

UFs\„-im on CPn+\ i.e., 

i ^/I:T     J 
"FS|,ri([/]) = -^-Pfi <*** A ^ 
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We need to check that it is well-defined. To see this, let {yr
1) • • • , y^ z[,... ^+1) 

be another local coordinate system with the properties stated above, then we 

have transition functions 

»i = Fiiy) , 1 < i < b 

zf
a = Ha(zu-- ,^n+i; yi,--- ,yb) ,     1 < a < n + l 

satisfying: 

4+i = Hn+1(zu-- ,^n,0;0, •♦• ,0) = 0 

therefore, 

dy[ A • • • A dyf
b = det(DF) dyi A • • • A dyb 

d*i A • • • A dz'n\    im = det({^f} ) ^i A ..- A dzn\    , 

/HT      n 

"Fsl-im = -l^- E 9'a-0dz'a ■■■dz'0 
a, (5=1 

7,0=1 ' 

i.e., 

Q,/3=1 a^     aZ6 

a _ 5^^7 ^7 (since ^T = 0 for 7 - n) 

it follows 

clet(^7^)1<75(5<n = det(gfa^)i<ai/3<n| det(——)i<Q,7<n |2 

9z. 7 

Now /C has a new trivialization at ([/]; x), i.e. 

a^d^i A ♦ • • A dz'n A dy[ A • • • A dy'h) ® ^{{dy^ A • • • A dy'h)~
l -> a7 G 

The local section a in the first trivialization becomes 

a   =adet("^)l<^7<n 

in the second trivialization, so 

la'|2det(5^)r<a,/3<n = M2det(p7j)^7is<n 
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i.e., || \\JC is a well-defined hermitian norm on K^.^ . The group G acts on 

the total space of /C and the subgroup SU(n + 2) acts by isometrics of || ||^ 

on /C|E» s . Introduce a smooth function ^ on E \ E5 by 

v^n+l I dF 12 

^([/l; x) = log | ^=oUJ
/    ..- - - ^T 

vZ^d=io+-+Wi la*o-in4-il    ' ^a=ol2:al  ) 

where F is the defining polynomial of E. Clearly, I/J diverges to — oo as ([/]; x) 

tends to E5. 

We define a new hermitian metric || • || on /C|sxs   by 

2 - >ll . 112 = e l/c 

We will prove that this hermitian metric can be smoothly extended across E5 

and compute its 

isometries of 11 • 

and compute its curvature form.   Clearly, SU(n + 2) still acts on /C|s. E   by 

Theorem 1.1. The hermitian metric || • || can be extended to be a smooth 

metric on /C over E. Moreover, the curvature form of this metric is 

^I^B + (d — n — 2)7r2tUFS 

where UB is the Kdhler form of the Fubini-Study metric on B = PRn.d- 

Proof. Let ([/];#) be any point in Es and U be a neighborhood of ([/];#) in 

X. We want to extend || • || on K\unY\^ to fc>\uni:- By using the isometries 

from SU(n + 2), we may assume that 

x = [l,0,...,0] 

Since E is smooth and TT^([/]) is singular at x, there is a local coordinate system 

{yi,... ,yb]zU"' ,zn+1} oiX at ([/];x) such that {yw" ,yb-i;zir- ,^n+i} 

restricts to a local coordinate sytem of E near ([/];#), in particular, 

OF 
— /0     in     U, 
dyb 
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then /C has a local holomorphic section 

S„ = 
dzi A • • • A dzn+i A dyi A • • • A dy^i 

dF 

dyb 

»7rt(dyi A'"Adyb) 

At any point ([/]; y) E f7 fl E \ Es, for some i, ^i, • • • ,Zi,-— , ^n+i give local 

coordinates of TT^Q/]) at y, for simplicity, we assume i = n + 1. Since F = 0 

on E 

ap 7 aF  7 aF ^ 
^—d^i + • • • + d2;n+i + • • • + ^— dyh = 0     on     E . 
02i a2n+i 9y6 

Multiplying both sides by d^i A • • • A dzn, we obtain 

dz1A->-AdznAdylA---Adyh ^ 
Su = ± -aF" ® TTii^yi A • • • A dyt) 

Let {^j} be the corresponding hermitian metrics of OJFS in local coordinates 

^F5 = —— Y^ dfjdzi A dzj 
27r 

i.j=l 

Then 

^o = n! 

n+l 

^FS 27r 
ij=l 

d^i A • • • A dzi A - • • A dzn+i  A d^i A • ♦ • A dzj A • • • A dzn 

= ^(^r (det^)!^,^, - 2Re(X;(-l)n+i+1 det(^) 
27r 

i=l 

l<«<n+l 

l</3<n 

-^-) + ;L (-1)  det(^) ^.«2+i -^- -^^ 

dzi A dzi A - - A dzn A dzn 

*£> P^     dzi      dzj 
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(since %±i = -|£/sM-) v ozi dzi I   dzn+i ' 

= "K-^r   detC^)^.,,^!^—|2 + 2Re   ^(-l)"+i+1 det(^) ^^^ 

BF dF \     "      4 . SFSF 

<9F -2 

^n+1 
d^i A dzi A • • • A <izn A rf2:n 

./V-lNn.   5i?   .-2 i    /    x v^   ndFdF  1 
= ^K"^—) h 1    det^jji^.jxn+i 2^ 0 J ^- ^— ^i A dz! A • • • A dzn 

ZTT C2:n+i ^       j OZi  OZj 

where {glj} is the inverse matrix of {gij}. Therefore 

{n+1    -QJP TTp 
det(ftj)i<4J<n+1 5] 0"'^- ^ 

Now we may assume that Zi,... ,zn+i are coordinates of C"+1 C CPn+1. 

Then 

^"i + ESM^r    i + Et^NV 
^ = (i + H2)(^ + ^) 

it follows 

1,0 = 1 J \i=l c i>,J = l J 

butiri1^g + g = ESiUg + g = dF = 0oiiE,8o 

1,^ = 1 A ^ z=0 4 

On the other hand, 

det(g^)i<;j<n+i 
(1 + |^|2)^+2 
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Therefore, 

no   ||2       ^(l + Na)B+1 

\\ou\\    — e   - Y^n+1 i dF |2 
^1=0   1 dzi 1 

\ -1 

^                  K-in+ll2 (1 + |z|2)"+2- 
io-\ [■in+l=d                                 j 

This shows that the hermitian metric extends smoothly to a metric on /C over 

E. The curvature form of this metric follows easily from the above formula 

forll^H2.    □ 

By the definition of the hermitian metric || • ||, one can easily deduce the 

following from Theorem 1.1, 

Corollary 1.2.  The curvature form of the metric || • \\JC is given by 

R{\\ • Ik) = <uB + {d-n- 2)7r*2ujFs + ^ dd^. 
ZTT 

2. EXTENSION OF QUILLEN METRICS 

In this section, we first introduce a hermitian metric on the tautological line 

bundle OB(—1) over B. This metric will be related to the intrinsic structure 

of the underlying variety through the K-energy in next section. We will also 

show that this metric is actually the Quillen metric on the determinant line 

bundle of certain holomorphic "virtual" bundle over E. This explains how we 

arrived at this metric. 

Define a current u as follows: for any smooth (2b — 2)-form ip on i3, where 

b is the complex dimension of S, we have 

+i 
FS (2.1) [ <pAu  =    ( TT^ATT^ 

J B JS 

It is easy to see that u is positive, closed and smooth in B \ Bs. To determine 

the cohomology class [u] in iJ2(I?,R), we simply plug u;6-1 into (2.1) and find 

JFS [ U^"1 AU    =     [ TT*^-1 A TT^I 
JB 7E 

(2.2) -  / TT^-
1
 A TT^U;^

1
 A (TT^B + d • TT^FS) 

Jx 

= / ^I^B"
1
 ATT^CJ^

1
 ATTIUJB   =   1 

Jx 
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Therefore, the cohomology class [u] coincides with the Kahler class of the 

Fubini-Study metric, which is just the first Chern class of 0B (1) over B. 

Proposition 2.1. There is a ^-Holder continuous hermitian metric \\'\\u on 

OB{—^-) over B such that —u is its curvature form in the sense of distribution, 

namely, for any smooth (2b — 2)-form tp on B, we have 

i (p A u 

JB*
A{U (2.3) - /  cp A [ UJB + ^—ddlog 

27r  ""0 VII-HI 

where \\ - \\B denotes the standard metric on OB(—1) whose curvature form is 

UJB. 

This is a special case of Theorem 5.2 in [Tl]. The readers can find the proof 

there. We note that such a metric || • ||u is unique up to multiplications by 

positive constants. 

Since ^ has only logarithmic singularity along Ss, the integral 

/ i/jirZipAirZwps 

is finite for any smooth 2&-form <p on B. We can define a generalized function 

^B by 

(2.4) / fotp  =    I ^7rlipA7r;cj^s 
JB JT, 

where tp is a smooth 26-form on B. 

Lemma 2.1. The function II)B is smooth outside Bs, continuous outside Bss 

and bounded from above. 

Proof. The smoothness of ^B outside Bs follows from the fact that the fibration 

TTI : E \ E5 i—> B \ Bs is smooth. Since ij; is bounded from above, so is ^B- 

Moreover, 

(2.5) ^B{y)  =   f       il) id 

r(y) 
FS 
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for any point y in B \ Bs. Given any point y in Bs \ Bss, using the fact that 

the singular set of vrf 1(y) is of complex dimension at most n — 1, it is easy to 

show 

lim       ibniz)   —   / ifrwlrq   <  oo 
z->y,zeB\Br     V J-K-^y) 

Clearly, it follows the continuity of ipB &t y. In fact, the value of ipB is given 

by the integral on the right in (2.5). The lemma is proved.    □ 

By Proposition 2.1, the closed form (d — n — 2)u + d{n + 1)^^ represents 

the same cohomology class as (n + 2)(d — 1)U)B does. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Fix d > 1, we define a singular hermitian metric on OB{—1) 

by 

(2.6) II-HQ = e^+^-i)^!! ■ li^)^-1) ||. ii^+^-i) 

where || • ||w and || • ||B 
are given as in Proposition 2.1. 

Later on we will see how this metric is related to the K-energy. 

In the following we will show that this metric is nothing but the Quillen 

metric on certain determinant line bundle over B \BS. 

Consider a "virtual" holomorphic bundle 8 over E, 

(2.7) S = (n + IX/C"1 - K) ® (£ - C'1)71 - n(n + 2 - d)(C - C'1)"*1 

where 

(2.8) C = Tr;Ocpn+i{l) 

We denote by det(£, TTI) the determinant line bundle over B through the fi- 

bration TTI : E H^ B. It is defined to be 

n    / \p(i) 
(2.9) U I detiJC'1 ® Cn-2\ TTX) 0 det(/C (g) >Cn-2j', ^x)"1) 

n+l 

®]i[det(£n+1-2^7r1)-
9(^1), 

j=o 

where p = n + 1 and g = n(n + 2 — d).   For any coherent sheaf J7 over E, 

the determinant line bundle det(Jr, TTI) is defined as follows (cf.   [KH]): we 

first define a presheaf by assigning any open subset V C B to the cohomolgy 
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Hl(7r~1(V)JJ
r\7T_1(vX then the direct image R^uJ7 is simply the sheaf gen- 

erated by this presheaf, and define det(^r, TTI) to be the double dual of the 

sheaf 
oo 

(2.10) (gjdet^Tn*^)^^1 

i=0 

By the Grothendick-Riemann-Roch Theorem, one can compute the first Chern 

class 

(2.11) C^det^Tri))   =  -2n+1(n + 2){d-l)u;B, 

therefore, the determinant line bundle det(£,TTI) coincides with OB{—(n + 

2)(d-l)). 

Let us recall definition of the Quillen metric on det(£, TTI). Let h be the her- 

mitian metric on C = TT^OCP^+^I) with curvature form TT^COFS- Fix a smooth 

hypersurface X in CPn+1, the Fubini-Study metric restricts to a Kahler metric 

u>x on X and consequently induces a hermitian metric hx on /C|x- Let F be 

one of bundles ^ ® Cn~2^ or CnJrl~23. Then the fiber of the determinant line 

bundle det(^r, TTI) over X can be naturally identified with the space 

(2.12) (gMet^pf,^))'-1)' 

The metrics h and hx yield a hermitian metric h? on F. Together with the 

Kahler metric oux, this h? defines an inner product (•, •) on JH"
1
(X, J7] ), which 

is identified with the space of harmonic ^-valued (0,i)-forms, 

(2.13) (8U82) =   / {sl{x),S2{x))TUnx , 5i,52 6 H^X,^) 

where (•, -)? denotes the inner product on the space of T-valued (0,i)-forms 

on X induced by h? and ux- In a local coordinate system {2:1, • • • , ^n} of X 

and a local holomorphic frame e of F, we can express 

(2.14) < 5! = ][] (Pm-aidzai A • • • A dzai 

(2.15) 52 = ^Ipa^.-aidZat A • • • A dzai 

then 

(2.16) (Sl,s2)f = o^1^1 • ■■9ailk<p-e1...-e$&l...&i 
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where a is a local positive function representing h? in the frame e and {ga(3} 

is the inverse of the metric uox in the local coordinates. The inner product 

induces a L2-metric on det iiP(X, ^r|x). Unfortunately, this L2-metric does not 

vary continuously as X varies in B. A discontinuous point in B is where the 

dimension of Hl(X, T\ S) jumps for some i. The Quillen metric is introduced 

to eliminate this discontinuity. A Quillen metric is defined in terms of the 

L2-metric and the Ray-Singer analytic torsion. 

Let Pjr be the harmonic projection from the space rz(X, J7^) of ^-valued 

(0,i)-forms onto i72(X, J7^). We define an Zeta function 

(2.17) 

115; ^o        i=0 
v / 

where 

(2.18) r(s) = r 
Jo 

ua-le-udu 

and Djr denotes the Laplacian on rz(X, J1*! ) induced by hjr and o;;^, i.e., if 

9* denotes the adjoint operator of d on rz(X, JF|X) with respect to h and a;, 

then 

(2.19) n^ = a*5 + aa* 

It is now well-known that Cf(s) extends to be a meromorphic function on 

C and the extension, still denoted by O, is holomorphic at the origin. 

DEFINITION 2.2. (Ray and Singer [RS]). The analytic torsion T(J*|X) is de- 

fined to be -CM0)- 

DEFINITION 2.3. The Quillen metric || • \\Q^ on the determinant line bundle 

det^, 7r1)x is the metric obtained by multiplying the L2-metric by e     I* . 

It can be proved that this Quillen metric depends on X smoothly. Using 

(2.12) and || • \\Q^ for T being either K^^C71'^ or Cn+l~2j', we can construct 

a Quillen metric || • ||Q^ on det(£, TTI). 

Theorem 2.2.  There is a positive constant c such that the Quillen metric 
12n- \ ■    +L II     ||2n+1(n+2)(d-l) 

IQ^ IS the same as c\\ • ||Q . 
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This theorem can be proved by the same arguments as in the proof of 

Theorem 4.1 and using two transgression formulas of Bismut, Gillet and Soule 

in [BGS] (see also [BF]). We omit the proof, since it is not used in the proof 

of our theorems. 

Corollary 2.1.  The Quillen metric || • HQ^ over B\BS extends to be a con- 

tinuous metric over B \ Bss. 

Clearly, it follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1. 

3. THE GENERALIZED K-ENERGY 

In this section, we define the K-energy on singular varieties in CP^, and 

compute its complex Hessian. The K-energy was first introduced by T. Mabuchi 

[Ma] on compact Kahler manifolds. Our K-energy here is nothing else but the 

limit of the K-energy of T. Mabuchi, in case the singular variety is a limit of 

smooth Kahler manifolds. 

Let X be an irreducible subvariety in CP^. We denote by S{X) the sub- 

variety of all singular points in X. We assume that the complex codimension 

of 5(-X") is at least two, or equivalently, X is normal. Let L be the restriction 

to X of the hyperplane line bundle over CPN. A hermitian metric h on L is 

admissible if it extends to be a smooth metric over CP^ with positive curva- 

ture, in particular, for any a in G = SL(N + 1,C), the restriction of a^hps 

to X is an admissible metric on L, where hps is the standard metric on the 

hyperplane bundle whose curvature gives the Fubini-Study metric. We denote 

by M.~x the set of all admissible metrics. Note that any metric h in M J is of 

the form e'^hps for some function (p. 

Lemma 3.1. Let {^t}o<*<i be a loop in A^J.  Then 

(3.1) /   / ipt(s(u)t)-c)u)?rKdt =  0 

where {ht = e'^ho}, ut is the curvature R(ht) of ht, s(cjt) denotes the scalar 

curvature of the Kahler metric ujt on X and c is any constant. 

Proof. First we note that ^, |V^| and A^ are bounded for ip   =   tpt or —+-, 

where \V^\ is the pointwise norm of the gradient of ijj with respect to the 
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metric induced by Ut- Let TT : X \-> X be a smooth resolution. Fix a Kahler 

form CJ on X. If Ric(a;) denotes the Ricci curvature of the metric induced by 

a Kahler form CJ, then 

(3.2) Ric(u;)  — 7r*Ric(ct;t)  =  dd log 
LUn 

Using the assumption that S(X) is of at least codimension two and integrating 

by parts, one can easily prove 

(3.3)i 

/    /  ipt(s(ut) -C)UJ? Adt 
Jo Jx 

= [   L ^Vt(-ndd\og(^-^\ An*^-1 + nRic(Cj) An*^-1 - cn*ui\ f\dt 

== " /   /- (nl0S (^") ^7r*^ ~ ^^ (nRic(a;) - CTT*^)^ A TT*^'
1
 A dt 

= " l! L (^ i^) Jt ^^ ~ **** (nRic^) " ^"J A n*"?'1) A dt 

= - /    log ( —^- ) - ^^    cDn 

+ /    /  7r*0t (n Ric(a;) - C7r*a;f) A TT*^"
1
 A dt 

Jo  Jx 

= /    /  7r*0t(n Ric(a;)-C7r*a;t) ATT*^
-1

 Adt 
Jo  Jx 

Define /it,s = e~S(pthQ and 

(3.4) D(5) = /   / STrVt (n Ric(d;) - CTTV) A TT*^
-1

 A dt 
Jo  Jx 

where ujt,s — LUQ + sdd^pt. It suffices to show that D' = 0. Write ^?5 = s^, 

and we compute 

D'{s)    -    j  /, ^f (nRic^-CTrVOATrX^Adt 
atas 

+n 

7x  c/tc/s 

1' X ^£93 (%£)A (<"" ^ Ric<'i)"" c'r*w''*) A a'"r'A di 

= iV, I (^ ^Ric(ii) - <:'r-w'-) A ^"-i A * 
=   0 

The lemma is proved.    □ 
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By this lemma, we can define the generalized K-energy D(/io, hi) by 

(3.5) DfaM)  =  -   [   [ Vt {s(ut) - fiu? A dt 
Jo  Jx 

where ho, hi 6 A^, {ht} is any path from ho to hi, and /i is defined to be the 

ratio 

(3.6) Ix  8{Ut)u? 

Ix^t 
It is known that fi is independent of t and any choice of admissible metrics in 

Mx- Obviously, by Lemma 3.1, we have 

D(ho,hi) = -D{hi,ho) 

D(hoM) = D{ho,hi) + D(huh2) 

The following proposition can be proved by the same arguments in the proof 

of Lemma 3.1. 

Proposition 3.1. Assume that there is smooth function fo on X\S(X) sat- 

isfying: 

(3.7) RicM - - UJO = ddfo        on X\S(X) 

Then we have 

(3.8) 

D(ho, h1) = f (log (^) - f0) "1+ Jx M - ~ Who, h) - J(ho, /n)) 

where I (ho, hi) and J(ho,hi) are defined as follows: write hi = e'^ho, then 

ui = UJO + ddtp, and 

(3.9) /(ft„,ft1) = /x*'K"-K) 

(3.10) 70.,*,)= f'^'^dt 
Jo t 

In case X is a complete intersection in CP^, the assumption (3.7) is auto- 

matically true. 

Next, we will compute the complex Hessian of the K-energy. Let Y be a 

complex manifold of dimension m and h : Y i-> Mx be a smooth map. Fix a 

hermitian metric ho in Mx, the pull-back h*D(ho,') is a real function on Y. 
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We want to compute its complex Hessian. We define a hermitian metric hL^Y 

on the bundle ir^L over Y x X, where TTJ is the projection from Y x X onto 

its j-th factor, 

(3'11) h^y\{y}xX    =    h^\x 

Note that each h(y) is a metric on L with positive curvature. We denote by 

-R(^L,y) the curvature form of /iL)y on Y x X. It is easy to see that as a 

2-form, i?(^L,y) restricts to R(hy) on {y} x X. The Kahler metrics defined by 

R(hy), where y E Y, induce a hermitian metric ky on the relative canonical 

bundle TT^KX over Y x X. We denote by Ricxjy the curvature of this hermitian 

metric. Then 

(3.12) Ricx|y   -  TrtRicM-aaiogf^) 

where Uy = R{hy) and CJQ = R(ho). It follows from admissibility of hy that 

the second form in (3.12) is bounded. Moreover, Ricxjy restricts to Ric(a;2/) 

on {y} x X. 

Proposition 3.2. Let X be an irreducible, normal protective variety, andY, 

h, etc. be as above. Then the complex Hessian D(ho,h(-)) is given weakly as 

follows: for any smooth (2m — 2)-form (j) with compact support in Y, 

(3.13) 

- / D(ho,h(y))dYdY<l>= /       (Ricx|y TT^,y ) A uul Y A TTJ^ 
JY JYXX \ n +1 / 

Proof. We may assume that Y is an open ball in Cm.   Then for any y in 

y, {fr(ft/)}o<t<i is a path from /i(0) to h(y).   We define ^ = —h(y)h(y)~1^ 

My — R{hy) as above, and /i to be as in (3.6). Then by the definition, we have 

(3.14) 

D(/io, %)) - i>(/io, MO)) + i>(M0), /^(y)) 

= Z)(/io, /i(0)) - /    /  ^(n Ric(a;t3/) - /xa;t2/) A a;""1 A dt 

= £>(/io, ^(0)) +11 Vty (n Ricx|y -f^^Lx) A CJJ y1 A dt 

where UJL,Y — R^L.Y)- Let ry : Rl »-> i?1 be a smooth map satisfying: 0 < 

?? < 1, ^(t) = 0 for £ < 1 and r?(t) = 1 for £ > 2. We denote by p the distance 
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function from the singular set S(X). Define dilation maps rt : Yx f—> Y x X 

by putting Tt(y,x) = (ty,x). Then for any (2m — 2)-form (/> with compact 

support in y, using (3.14) and (3.12)? we have 

(3.15) 

- J D(hoMv))dYdY<l> 

=   lim  ( /      /    / T7(-) y&ty(n RicX|y -/IUJ^Y) A ^ y1    A 9y9y(/> A rft c->0+  \JY \JO   J{ty}xX       e J / 

=   lim ( /    /       7rl(j)Add (r?(-) &yTt*(n RicX|r -^UJ^Y) A r^'y1 ) A dt) 
e-^o+ \j0 jyx^ v    e J        J 

=   /    /       7r*(/) A <950t2/ A rt* ((n Ricx|y -^L,Y) A ^2^) A dt 

+   ]im   [   f      vl<l>A((ptyddr)(£)+2BB(dri(£)Ad<pty))A €-*0+Jo JYXX \ e e / 
A r£* (n Ric^jy -^L,Y) A r*uj2~Y A dt 

It follows from (3.12) and the remark after it that the integrand in last in- 

tegral is bounded by C p"2 for some constant C. Since the singular set is of 

codimension at least two, the last limit is zero. Therefore, 

(3.16) 

- J D(h0,h(y))dYdY(f) 

=   /    /       TT^ Add- ipty A r* (n Ric^iy -/^L.y) A r^u^ y1 A dt 
JO   JYxX 

Jo   JYxX \ 

=   /       TTJ^A (Ricx,y 
JYxX \ 

- [   I      <</> A |: KCRicxiy)) A rt*a;£iy A dt 
JO   JYxX ot 

It remains to show that the last integral in (3.16) vanishes. By (3.12), 

(3.17) | K(RiCx|y)) = -dB (A,„Y>„) 

AJT^-^I^IA* 
/*      ,.n+l 

n + 1 
Aa;£,y - rrr^L.y 
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where A^ is the laplacian of the metric with Kahler form u)ty. Therefore, 

/   /       <^A^(r;(mcx|y))A«yAdt 
JO   JYxX ot 

= -J dydyCf)  '  J   I   AtyipyUJ?y Adt = 0 

Then (3.13) follows.   □ 

Corollary 3.1. Let X be in CPN and G be the linear group SL(N + 1,C) 

acting naturally on CPN. Define GX to be the variety {(a,x) \x G cr(X)} in 

G x CP^. Then for any smooth (2 dime G — 2) -form (j) with compact support 

in G7 

(3.18) 

- / D{hFs,(J*hFs)dGdG(i)= /     (RicGx|G —;-^^FS ) A (o*ujFs)n A TTJ^ 
JG JGX \ n + 1 J 

where Ups is the curvature form of hFs,  and Ric^xiG ^ the curvature of 

the metric on the relative canonical bundle 1CGX\G induced by Kahler metrics 

a*u>Fs. 

Proof. Note that GX is biholomorphic to G x X by identifying (cr, x) with 

(cr,cr-^^)). Therefore, (3.18) follows from Proposition 3.2.    □ 

Remark 3.1. Proposition 3.2 is a special case of a general theorem which can 

be roughly described as follows: Let E be a hqlomorphic "virtual" bundle 

over X and M.E denotes the space of all hermitian metrics on E. To avoid the 

complexity caused by singularity, we assume that X is smooth. Let $ be any 

symmetric GLc-invariant multi-linear function of n + 1 variables, such as, the 

function Chn+i defining the (n+l)-th Chern character. Then it follows from 

[BC] that, modulo Im(<9) and Im(<9), the (n,n)-form 

(3.19) BC($; ho, hj = [ $(iJ(M, •'' > #(M; kK^dt 
Jo 

is independent of the path {ht} from ho to hi. This is the Bott-Chern class 

associated to the invariant function $. Integrating this Bott-Chern class over 

X, we obtain the Donaldson functional 

(3.20) £>($; ho, fci) = / BC($; ho, h1) 
Jx 
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The K-energy coincides, up to multiplication by constants, the Donaldson 

functional D(Chn+i; •, •) restricted to M-x, which is a subset in ME^ in case 

E =  (n+l^K^-Kx)®^-!.-1)*1-^-!,-1)^1 

Let Y be a complex manifold and h : Y \—> ME be a map as in Proposition 

3.2. Then for any (2m — 2)-form ^ on Y" with compact support, 

- / £>(*; /lo, h(y))dydY^ = [       $(£(%)), • • • , i2(/i(l/))) A TT^ 

4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 

We will adopt the notations in sections 1 and 2. Let X = E/ be a hypersur- 

face of degree d in CPn+1, and G be the linear group SL(n + 2, C). As before, 

hps denotes the standard metric on the hyperplane bundle over CPn+1. Its 

curvature UJFS is the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric. 

Theorem 4.1. Let B = PRn4 be the space of all hypersurfaces of degree d, 

and || • ||Q be the hermitian metric on OB(—1) defined in (2.6). Then for any 

a in G, we have 

fzm           nth        *h    \         {n + 2){d-l)       (\\.\\Q{foa-^)\ 
(4.1) D{hFS, a hFS)  =   —-^ log (      hMf)     ) 

Proof. Let us denote by D the function on G defined by the right side of (4.1). 

It is obviously continuous on G. By using the definition of || • ||Q in (2.6) 

and Corollary 1.2, we have that for any smooth (2 dime G — 2)-form 0 with 

compact support in G, 

(4.2) 

- / D • dGdG(t> 
JG 

=     I {  TTo^S _ ^l 0 Tf^B - ddlp ) A TT^COps A TTj^ 
JGEf \   n + 1 / 

=   f     (-(T, x id)-i2(|| • |k)  -  "(rc + 2-^^ A ^.^ A ^ 

where Tf : G ^ B is defined by ^(a) = [/ o a'1]. Notice that (2) x 

id)*i?(|| • \\JC) restricts to RicGx\G on GUf in (3.18). Therefore, the differ- 

ence D(hFS)0-*hFs) — D{(j) is a pluriharmonic function on G.   Since G is 
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simply-connected, we can write 

D(hFs,<T*hFs)-D(a)  =   (logM2)(a) 

for some holomorphic function w on G. On the other hand, using the defini- 

tions of D(-, •) and || • ||Q, it is not hard to prove that w has at most polynomial 

growth at the infinity of G, so w extends to be a meromorphic function on 

any compactification of G. However, G has a normal compactification G in 

CPn +2n with irreducible divisor at infinity. Therefore, w has to be a nonzero 

constant. Then the theorem follows.    □ 

The tautological line bundle OB (—1) over B can be written 

(4.3) OB(-1)  =  {{x.v^xeB.vex} 

The hermitian metric || • \\B on OB(—1) over B is defined as follows: Let (♦, •} 

be the standard inner product on jRn^, then for any (x,v) in OB{—1), 

(4-4) WMh  =  ^(v,v) 

Let us recall a simple fact. 

Lemma 4.1. Let S/ be a hypersurface in CPn+1 defined by f. We define a 

function FQ on G by 

Fo(a)=log||([/oa-1],/oa-1)||B,      a E G 

Then 

i) X is stable if and only ifF0 is proper on G; 

ii) X is semistable if and only if FQ is bounded from below on G. 

Proof. Let us just show (i) here. The proof for (ii) is identical and omitted. 

First we assume that / is stable. If the function FQ is not proper on the orbit 

G, then there is a sequence {<J^} in G which has no limit point in G, such 

that Fo(<7^) are uniformly bounded. By the definition of FQ and || • ||j5, the 

square norms (^(/),^(/))- are uniformly bounded, i.e., all points cri(f) lie in 

a compact subset of Rn^- Without loss of generality, we may assume that 

lim <Ji(f) exists in i?n,d-  By the definition of the stability, the orbit G • / is 
i—>oo 

closed, so we may assume that lim o^/) = cr(/) for some a in G. Therefore, 
i—►oo 

the stablizer of / in G is not finite, which contradicts to the assumption that / 
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is stable. Conversely, if F0 is proper on G, it is clear that the stablizer of / in 

G is finite. Take any sequence c^ in G such that cr^/) has a limit in i?n^, then 

Fo((Ti) is uniformly bounded independent of i. By the properness, it implies 

that di has a limit a in G. This shows that the orbit is closed, consequently, 

/ is stable.    □ 

Let || • ||Q be the Quillen metric defined in (2.6). Then 
■n. + 2-d 

(4.5) ——    =   e-aCn+aKd-D^I 
\Q 

where || • ||u is defined in Proposition 2.1. Then by Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 

2.1, there is a positive constant c such that || • \\B > c \\ • ||Q, therefore, we have 

Lemma 4.2. Let £/ be a hypersurface in CPn+1 defined by f. Define a func- 

tion Ff on G by 

Ff(a)   =  logdl/oa-ig) 

Then 

i) / is stable if the function Ff is proper on G in the following sense: 

for any C > 0, there is a constant 8 — 8(C) > 0, so that Ff(a) > C 

whenever infzGS/   \^\    < 8. 

ii) / is semistable if the function Ff is bounded from below. 

Now Theorem 0.1 follows easily from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1. 

5. THE LOWER BOUNDEDNESS OF THE K-ENERGY 

In this section, we give some sufficient conditions for the K-energy to be 

bounded from below or proper on the space of admissible Kahler metrics. 

We assume that X is a normal, irreducible variety satisfying (3.7). Then 

by (3.8), we can have 

(5-1) 

D{h0, hj  =    f log (-^ w? + f focvZ - ^ (I(h0, hj - J(h0, hj) 
Jx        \eJ0uJ0) Jx n 

Lemma 5.1. For any h^, hi in M'x, 

n 1 
——/(/io,fti) > I (ho, hi)  -  J(ho,hi) > ——I(h0,hi). 
n+1 n+1 
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It follows from a straightforward computation (cf. [T2]). We omitted the 

proof. 

DEFINITION 5.1. We say the K-energy £)(•, •) proper if for any fixed ho and c > 

0, there is a constant C = C(ho, c) such that D(/io, h) < c implies /(/io, h) < C. 

The above lemma, together with (5.1), implies that if fi < 0, the K-energy is 

bounded from below or proper if the first integral in (5.1) is so. We recall that 

a variety X has only log-terminal (resp. canonical) singularities if it satisfies 

the following two conditions: (i) for some integer r > 1, the Weil divisor rKx is 

Cartier; (ii) if TT : X »—> X is a resolution and {Ei} the family of all exceptional 

prime divisors of TT, then r Kx = iT*(r Kx) + r X^i^ with c^ > —1 (resp. 

o^i > 0)(cf. [Re]). Suppose that X is a normal variety satisfying (3.7). Then 

it is clear from (i) and (ii) that X has only log-terminal singularities if and 

only if 

(5.2) Kx = ^*{OcpN{-l)) + YlaiEi n A—' 

for some c^ > — 1. Let 5^ be a section of \E^\ defining E^ and || • ||^ be a fixed 

hermitian metric on [JE^], then (3.7) and (5.2) imply that there is a smooth 

volume form dV on X such that 

-ill? (5.3) TT'/O  = log [^ j - E «* loS II5* 

consequently, we have 

(5.4) / eM  =   f (nil^Hr201)^ <  ^ 

Theorem 5.2. // /x < 0 and X is a normal variety with only log-terminal 

singularities and satisfying (3.7), the K-energy is proper in the sense of Def- 

inition 5.1. 

Proof. Using the assumption that all singular points are log-terminal, one can 

show (cf. [T2]) that there are C, e > 0, such that for any h = e'^ho in JW^, 

(5.5) /   e/o-e(*-supx ^n    =       f   e-e(<p-supx <p)  ^jQ ||5.||-2-^ dV < C 
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By the concavity of logarithmic function, we deduce from this 

where C is a constant independent of h. Therefore, if ji < 0, the K-energy in 

(3.8) is proper.    □ 

Remark 5.1. In case ji < 0, there should be a much weaker condition for the 

K-energy to be proper in the sense of Definition 5.1. 

The following theorem is taken from [DT], whose proof follows an idea in 

[BM]. 

Theorem 5.3. IfX is a Kdhler-Einstein orbifold, then the K-energy is bounded 

from below. 

Remark 5.2. It is natural to ask when the K-energy is proper. Let a{X) be the 

holomorphic invariant defined in [T2]. It can be proved that the K-energy is 

proper if this invariant is greater than ^-, where n is the complex dimension 

of X. Using the fact that any smooth hypersurface of degree greater than 2 is 

stable, one can easily show that the K-energy is proper on the subset of Kahler 

metrics of the form (J*(JOFS\X, where X = Ej, deg(/) > 3, a G SL(n + 2,C) 

and cups denotes the Fubini-Study metric. We conjecture that the K-energy 

is proper if X has a Kahler-Einstein metric and no holomorphic vector fields. 

It is obvious that Theorem 0.2 follows from Theorem 5.1, 5.2 and the fact 

that [1 = 71 + 2 — d in case of hypersurfaces. 

6. SOME GENERALIZATIONS 

In this section, we give some generalizations of Theorem 0.1 and 0.2. They 

can be proved by the same method with some modifications. The details of 

the proof will appear in a forthcoming paper [Tl]. 

Let TT : X i—> Ti be a holomorphic fibration between projective varieties 

satisfying: 

(1) A! is a subvariety in 7i x CPN, and TT coincides with the projection TTI 

onto the first factor; 
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(2) There is an Zariski open subset HQ in H such that 7r-1(/i) is a smooth 

n-fold for each h in 7Y0; 

(3) the linear group G — SL(N + 1,C) acts on both HQ and Tr-^?-^), and 

the action commutes with TT'I, T^; 

(4) either the hyperplane bundle on CP^ restricts to rK± on each ix~l{h) 

for some nonzero rational number r, or the first Chern class of 7r-1(/i) 

vanishes, where h is in T^o- 

The typical example of such a fibration is a universal family of subvarieties 

in CP^ over a Hilbert scheme. 

Theorem 6.1. Let TT : X H-> Ti be as above. We denote by C the pull-back of 

the hyperplane bundle over CPN by 7^. Put 

(6.1) S = {n + IX/Q1) ® (£ - C)n - nii(C - £)n+1 

where 1C = ICx ® /C^1 6e i/ie relative canonical bundle and /C-1^-^^) = 

A^ITT-I^) Z07" some /i in HQ. Assume that the inverse of the determinant line 

bundle Ln = det(£, TT) is ample on Ti.  Then for any h in HQ, we have 

(i) X = TT~l{h) is stable with respect to G and Ln if the K-energy on X 

is proper; 

(ii) X is semistable with respect to G and Ln if the K-energy on X is 

bounded from below. 

In particular, such an X is semistable if it admits a Kdhler-Einstein metric. 

An example of such a fibration in Theorem 6.1 is provided by complete in- 

tersections in CPn+/\ Let Rn+k4 be the space of all homogeneous polynomials 

on Cn+A;+1 of degree d. Put 

(6.2) B = B1X'"XBk, Pi-PPn +M; 

where di are integers greater than one. Then B classifies all complete inter- 

sections in CPn+A: defined by k homogeneous polynomials of degree di,..., dk. 

Some of these intersections may be of dimension higher than n. Let X be the 

universal family of those intersections, and Ti — B. Then one can show that 
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the determinant line bundle LB in Theorem 6.1 is isomorphic to 

2^,...4<W"+t+1r^-(>.+i)l 
■     ^ \ do , 2=1 \ ' / 

Since each di > 2, (n + l)di is greater than n + k + 1 — X^i ^j* This follows 

that Lg1 is ample on B. Therefore, we have 

Theorem 6.2. Let X be a normal complete intersection in CPn+k. Then 

X is stable if the K- energy is proper, and X is semistable if the K-energy 

is bounded from below. In particular, X is semistable if it admits a Kdhler- 

Einstein orbifold metric. 

There are more applications of Theorem 6.1 in addition to Theorem 6.2 on 

complete intersections. 
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